Argentina the Bookies Favourite for Copa America, Honest Betting
Reviews Responds
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The reaction comes following the latest odds for the winner of Copa America 2015, which name Argentina as
favourites to win the trophy for the first time since 1993. A spokesperson from Honest Betting Reviews
gives their thoughts.
Argentina are the favourites to lift the Copa America trophy for the first time since 1993, as the
bookies expect stars like Lionel Messi and Sergio Aguero to inspire their country to glory. You can find
them at prices between 21/10 and 7/4 to win the tournament outright, which places them just above Brazil
in the betting odds.
Argentina’s quality up front could be the difference this year, with the likes of Messi, Aguero,
Gonzalo Higuain and the recalled Carlos Tevez forming a lethal attack that has the potential for plenty
of goals. Messi is also the favourite to be the top scorer at the tournament with some bookmakers
offering odds of 7/2.
Elsewhere the bookies aren’t expecting Messi to be too tired after his recent exploits in the Champions
League, and you can find odds of 7/2 for him to be named top goalscorer after the tournament. Pushing him
close will be Barcelona team mate Neymar, who seems to save his best for the yellow shirt of Brazil and
you can find him with odds of 13/2.
Those looking for dark horses to back might be encouraged by the odds of Chile and Colombia, which you
can find at 4/1 and 13/2 respectively. Chile are the hosts of the Copa America this year, and they have
star names in their side including Arsenal’s Alexis Sanchez and Juventus midfielder Arturo Vidal.
Honest Betting Reviews, a service that provides impartial advice about betting systems, takes a keen
interest in upcoming sporting events. A spokesperson provided this statement: “The Copa America is
always an entertaining tournament to watch, and with so many star names of world football involved there
are sure to be more than a few goals for the fans to enjoy.
“These odds will entice a lot of people into placing a bet, but picking a winner is always so tough
when you have such great teams competing. Everyone will always look at Argentina and Brazil for the Copa
America, but the likes of Chile, Columbia and Uruguay can’t just be counted out either.”
Honest Betting Reviews (http://www.honestbettingreviews.com/) search the internet for the best betting
systems, tipsters and trading strategies to provide consumers with an informed idea of the best ways to
make a clear profit. Each service is subjected to a thorough review, and then entered onto their Passed
Systems list if it is considered one of the best platforms available.
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